Sippy Downs Drive Upgrade
Stage 4

REMINDER: Temporary changes to traffic conditions
Part of University Way reduced to two lanes - one direction each way
Day and night construction works (24 hour shifts) Sunday 30 June to mid-August.

Major construction works for new signalised intersection
University Way - Sippy Downs Drive

In preparation for the new signalised intersection at University Way - Sippy Downs Drive, major construction works are required. These works include widening the existing road, building new kerbs, constructing new turning lanes, installing new pedestrian crossings, installing new traffic signal infrastructure and laying new asphalt (road surface).

To minimise inconvenience to the community, the project team is committed to retaining traffic flow along University Way. Construction has been scheduled to take advantage of part of the Queensland school holiday and University of the Sunshine Coast semester break.

These construction works are extensive and require temporary changes to traffic conditions for safety reasons. To enable construction to take place as quickly as possible:
- from Sunday 30 June (during nightworks) until mid-August, vehicles will be redirected to accommodate construction zones
- both northbound lanes of a section of University Way (from James Cook Drive to Sippy Downs Drive intersection), will be temporarily closed to traffic
- all traffic will be moved to the two, southbound lanes of University Way, with one lane operating in each direction
- access from James Cook Drive to University Way will be left in, left out only (no right turns available)
- a reduced speed limit of 40km per hour will apply
- works will take place over 24 hours, and up to 7 days a week
- traffic control will be in operation as required.

The existing northbound bus stop on University Way will be temporarily relocated slightly to the south (about 30 metres toward James Cook Drive). Normal bus services will operate.

Vehicle and pedestrian access to the Chancellor Park Marketplace shopping centre, local residences and businesses will remain. Pedestrians will be redirected to alternative footpaths where required.

This temporary traffic arrangement will ensure that construction is completed in over half the amount of time (when compared to the alternative of partial lane closures).

What to expect during construction?
Council acknowledges that these temporary traffic arrangements may result in some traffic delays. We ask for your patience and request that you allow an extra 10-15 minutes’ travel time as a precaution. Signage will be in place to help direct motorists and pedestrians.

Intermittent, medium level construction noise can be expected during the day and night, including the operation of machinery and large vehicle movements.

The project team will try to minimise the construction impacts wherever safe and practical to do so.

Contact the project team
For further information about these works, please visit the website or contact the project team via:
T: 5475 7272
E: sippydowns@sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au

Please see the map on page 2 for further details.
Figure 1. Temporary changes to traffic conditions from 30 June (pm) to mid-August. University Way, James Cook Drive and Sippy Downs Drive. Day and night works, 24 hour construction.